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The Leidenfrost effect, classically associated with drops levitating on their own vapor
over hot solid surfaces, can also be observed over hot baths of nonvolatile liquids. In
view of substrate fluidity, heat transfer through the bath to the drop should most certainly
be dominated by convection and not by only conduction as in the solids, which may
be instrumental for an efficient heat supply to the drop given typically poor thermal
conductivity of the liquids. Here, we undertake an experimental and numerical study of the
flow in a bath of silicone oil V20 induced by an overlying Leidenfrost drop, highlighting
that a toroidal vortex is formed underneath the drop whose direction of circulation turns
out to be different for drops of different liquids. We show that this is due to a shift in
a delicate interplay between three mechanisms pulling in different directions: (i) shear
stresses exerted by the vapor escaping from the gap between the bath and the drop, as well
as (ii) buoyancy action and (iii) thermocapillary (Marangoni) stresses, both due to local
evaporative cooling of the bath by the drop. Whatever the structure of this locally induced
convection, its crucial heat transfer enhancing efficiency is readily confirmed in numerical
simulations as favoring levitation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevFluids.5.062701

When a liquid drop is deposited over a solid surface whose temperature is sufficiently above the
boiling point of the liquid (the difference referred to as the superheat), the drop does not experience
nucleate boiling but rather levitates over a thin layer of its own vapor [1,2]. This is known as
the Leidenfrost effect. While highly undesirable in certain cooling or boiling applications [3,4],
because of a drastic decrease of the energy transferred between the solid and the evaporating liquid
due to poor thermal conductivity of the vapor, this effect can be of great interest in many other
processes profiting from this absence of contact with the surface that considerably reduces the
friction and confers an extreme mobility on the drop. The Leidenfrost effect thus appears to offer
significant new opportunities and capabilities, for instance, in self-propelling drops in preferred
directions [5–8], in drag reduction using the vapor layer [9,10], in the frictionless transport of small
compounds [11], in chemical reactors without borders [12,13], and in heat engines [14].
While the classical Leidenfrost effect, on solids, has thus far attracted the most attention (see
the review in Ref. [2], or Refs. [15–17] for recent discoveries), it is less known that the Leidenfrost
state can also manifest over (nonvolatile) liquid baths [18–20], as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). However, a
liquid substrate offers several advantages compared to a solid one for the Leidenfrost phenomenon
and related applications as explained below. Astonishingly, while the Leidenfrost state can only be
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FIG. 1. (a) Leidenfrost drop of (dyed) ethanol of R = 1.2 mm on a silicone oil V20 bath at Tbath = 79 ◦ C
(T = 1 ◦ C). (b) System sketch with various bath-flow mechanisms and (c) the typical vapor gap profile
[20,23]. (d) Experimental setup.

realized at important superheats (of the order of tens of degrees or more) on solids, it can be obtained
at much smaller ones on liquid baths. For instance, while 80 ◦ C of superheat is necessary for an
ethanol drop to levitate on an aluminum substrate [21], 1 ◦ C of superheat turns out to be already
sufficient for its levitation on a 20-cSt silicone oil bath [20]. One reason for such a drastic decrease
of critical superheat is likely due to the surface roughness of the substrate (it is generally reported
that the higher the roughness, the higher the critical superheat [4,22]), which is molecularly smooth
in the case of a liquid bath. This condition is probably necessary but not sufficient in light of recent
experiments performed on wafers that are extremely smooth, too [17]. Another consequence of a
liquid substrate is its surface deformability under the drop’s weight. This results in a very different
morphology of the vapor gap (recently investigated in detail in Ref. [23]) as compared to the case of
a flat solid substrate (cf. Ref. [24]): The gap appears to be nearly uniform and exhibits undulations
only towards a thin neck, as sketched in Fig. 1(c). Furthermore, substrate deformation leads to
stabilization by means of suppressing the chimney instability [23], hence enabling the manipulation
of larger drops. Similar configurations, involving a drop levitating over a liquid substrate, have also
been reported in somewhat different situations, when it is the bath but not the levitating object that
evaporates (referred to as “inverse Leidenfrost”) [25–29], or when the drop and the bath are made
of the same liquid (Hickman “boules”) [30,31], also manifesting interesting specificities related to
the use of a liquid bath.
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√ TABLE I. Molar mass M̂; liquid density ◦ρ, latent heat L, surface tension γ , and capillary length c =
γ /ρg (g gravity acceleration) at Tsat (at ∼90 C for oil [34]); vapor thermal conductivity λv and viscosity μv
at (Tsat + 21 T ) and 1 atm, where T = 19 ◦ C.
Liquids
Ethanol
HFE-7100
Silicone oil

M̂ (g/mol) Tsat (◦ C) ρ (kg/m3 ) L (kJ/kg) γ (mN/m) c (mm) λv [mW/(m K)] μv (μPa s)
46
250
∼3000

79
61

728
1435
896

840
112

17
10
20

1.56
0.85
1.51

17.3
10.9

10.7
12.7

In this Rapid Communication, we are concerned with another consequence of substrate fluidity
ignored so far: the flows inside the underlying liquid substrate. We report about flows caused in the
bath by the levitating Leidenfrost drop and reveal various hydrodynamic structures originating from
a delicate interplay between three mechanisms. Remarkably, whatever the structure of these flows,
they result in a positive feedback favoring the levitation of the drop.
We implemented particle image velocimetry (PIV) to measure the flow in the liquid bath below
a Leidenfrost drop [Fig. 1(d)]. A 8-cm cubic glass aquarium with a heating aluminum plate
(8 × 8 × 2 cm3 ) at its bottom was filled with silicone oil V20 (20 cSt at normal conditions) up
to 4 cm above the heater and seeded with fluorescent particles (15 μm diameter, 1100 kg/m3
density) made of a polymer shell surrounding a rhodamine core. A continuous laser (Dantec
RayPower 2000, 532 nm) was used to create a sheetlike beam passing through the drop’s axis,
and an orthogonally placed high-speed camera (Phantom v9.1) was used to record particles. A PID
controller and a thermocouple at the bottom permitted us to control the temperature at the heater.
Another thermocouple was placed just below the surface of the oil layer. To ensure characterizing
bath flows only resulting from the presence of a Leidenfrost drop, a bath as isothermal as possible is
desired prior to drop deposition. To this purpose, the bath was initially heated above the desired
temperature Tbath (>Tsat the boiling temperature of the drop). Then, with the heater off, it was
allowed to cool down to ∼Tbath , the measured temperature difference between the bottom and the
top not exceeding 1–3 ◦ C and the measured maximum velocity of natural convection in the bath
not exceeding one tenth of the maximal velocity measured later on in the presence of a drop. A
Leidenfrost drop was then generated above the bath at the tip of a needle continuously fed by a
syringe pump, enabling both to immobilize the drop and to study a quasisteady situation with a
drop of constant size, similarly to what accomplished over a solid substrate in Refs. [32,33].
We considered drops of two different liquids, ethanol and HFE-7100, whose properties are
reported in Table I. Surprisingly, we observe two markedly different behaviors for these two
liquids. Figures 2(a1), 2(a2), 2(b1), and 2(b2) show the experimental streamlines and reconstructed
velocity fields within the bath underlying Leidenfrost drops of dimensionless radius R/c ≈ 2
subjected to a superheat T = 19 ◦ C. In both cases, the experiments reveal quasiaxisymmetric flow
patterns, which must be due to the presence of the drop. Disregarding the small nonaxisymmetric
disturbances, one can discern in both cases a circulation in the form of a toroidal vortex. However,
the direction of the circulation turns out to be just the opposite: an inward radial flow along the
bath surface and a sinking plume in the ethanol case [Fig. 2(a2)], and a completely reversed flow,
upwards at the symmetry axis and outwards at the surface, in the HFE-7100 case [Fig. 2(b2)].
Maximum velocities (∼several cm/s, slightly higher in the HFE-7100 case) are attained inside the
plume in the bath bulk in the ethanol case, but near the surface not far from the drop in the HFE-7100
case.
What are the actual mechanisms controlling the flow in the bath [see Fig. 1(b)] and explaining its
possible reversal? First, the vapor generated by drop evaporation is evacuated from the gap between
the drop and the substrate by means of a radial outward vapor flow [20,23]. Vapor shear stress
thereby exerted on the bath surface below the drop favors the direction of circulation observed in
the case of an HFE-7100 drop. Second, a Leidenfrost drop requires energy for its evaporation, which
062701-3
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FIG. 2. Flow and temperature fields in the bath in the cases of ethanol (a) and HFE-7100 (b) Leidenfrost
drops, both of radius R = 2c and subjected to a superheat T = 19 ◦ C over the corresponding saturation
temperature (given in Table I). PIV images (a1 and b1), postprocessed experimental images (a2 and b2),
numerical results in the same format with all effects included (a3, a4, b3, and b4), with only the thermal
Marangoni effect included but the vapor shear stress and buoyancy excluded (a5 and b5), with the thermal
Marangoni effect and vapor shear stress included but buoyancy excluded (a6 and b6). The dimensionless
temperature is defined as T̃ = (T − Tbath )/(Tbath − Tsat ). Note that the laser sheet that illuminates the PIV
particles comes from the right in (a1) and (b1), and is obstructed by the surface deformation under the drop.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Profiles of (a) the vapor shear stress and evaporation heat flux, obtained using the model by Maquet
et al. [20], and (b) the surface tangential velocity and temperature, computed here with all effects included, for
the two cases of Fig. 2. The stress and velocity are positive when directed outwards.

is mainly transferred by conduction across the vapor gap from the substrate, hence cooling down
the underlying liquid bath. Such a local cooling, exacerbated by poor thermal conductivity of the
substrate [33], could be responsible for the direction of circulation observed in the case of an ethanol
drop both by potentially giving rise to a sinking buoyant plume of cooler (hence heavier) liquid
beneath the drop, and by means of a surface-tension gradient (Marangoni stresses) directed inwards
along the bath surface (towards a cooler spot under the drop, where the surface tension, a decreasing
function of temperature, is higher). Although the direction of the Marangoni stresses immediately
underneath the drop is a priori less obvious (due to a stronger cooling expected at the neck, the
location of the most intense evaporation [33]), we shall confirm later on that the aforementioned
inward tendency is overall predominant for the Marangoni contribution.
To rationalize the experimental results and to better understand the interplay between these
various mechanisms, corresponding axisymmetric numerical simulations were performed. On the
one hand, for each given R, T = Tbath − Tsat , and liquid combination, the model introduced and
successfully validated with experiments in Ref. [20] and further improved in Ref. [23] was used to
compute (i) the shape of the bath surface underneath the drop, (ii) the distribution of the vapor shear
stress σv exerted upon the bath surface in the gap, and (iii) the distribution of the heat flux qev across
the gap (see Ref. [35] for more details of the model [20,23]).
The results for σv and qev for the two baseline cases considered here are shown in Fig. 3(a). Both
σv and qev are maximum at the neck and quickly decay towards the periphery of the area covered
by the drop. In our modeling, they are set equal to zero for r/R > 1. On the other hand, for the flow
and temperature fields in the bath, the full Navier-Stokes equations in the Boussinesq approximation
coupled with the convective heat equation are solved [34]. For simplicity, the bath was assumed
cylindrical (diameter 8 cm and depth 4 cm). At the free surface [of a predetermined shape; see item
(i) above], impermeability, a tangential stress [a sum of σv determined in item (ii) above and the
thermal Marangoni stress], and a heat loss (−qev ) determined in item (iii) above are imposed. Most
parts of the bath surface, away from the drop, are hereby practically horizontal, stress free, and
insulating. Impermeability, no slip and insulation are imposed at the other boundaries, except for
the bottom kept at a fixed temperature Tbath . COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS was used (unsteady solver until
attaining a steady state).
The simulations, with the two baseline results shown in Figs. 2(a3), 2(b3), and 3(b), are seen
to capture well both the flow patterns and the orders of magnitude of the velocities observed in
experiments. Quite remarkably, this includes the direction of circulation and its reversal between
the ethanol and HFE-7100 cases. This indicates (in the framework of our earlier reasoning) that it
is the vapor shear that predominates in the latter and the cooling-induced thermal convective factors
062701-5
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in the former case. The simulated temperature fields [Figs. 2(a4), 2(b4), and 3(b)] turn out to be
drastically different and reveal a strong contrast underlying the opposite direction of circulation
in the two cases. In the case of an HFE-7100 drop, the bulk of the bath is quasi-isothermal: The
predominant vapor shear wipes the cooler liquid from all over the bath surface underneath the drop
within a boundary-layer-like structure [Fig. 2(b4)], thereby preventing the formation of a plume. In
contrast, in the case of an ethanol drop, the cooler liquid penetrates deep into the bulk of the bath
by means of a thermal plume [Fig. 2(a4)]. In both cases, however, an important cooling occurs near
the neck location [Figs. 2(a4), 2(b4), and Fig. 3(b)].
The reason why it is the vapor shear that predominates in the HFE-7100 case and the thermal
convective factors in the ethanol case can be grasped from Fig. 3(a). Indeed, one can readily see
that the heat flux qev turns out to be higher whereas the shear stress σv is lower in the latter case
than in the former. This goes perfectly along with our findings for the direction of circulation. Test
simulations in which qev was artificially decreased by a factor of 3/2 for ethanol and increased by
the same factor for HFE-7100 both manifested a circulation reversal with respect to the original
settings, further consolidating our conclusions.
When the thermal convective factors, namely buoyancy and the Marangoni effect, prevail in
setting the direction of circulation, one can wonder which is the role of each of them separately. Test
simulations were performed in which we could “switch off” any one or two of the three mechanisms
involved (vapor shear, Marangoni, and buoyancy). First of all, given the aforementioned uncertainty
about the direction of the Marangoni stresses immediately underneath the drop, a computation
retaining exclusively the Marangoni mechanism confirmed the earlier reasoning as far as the overall
inward tendency is concerned, as shown in Figs. 2(a5) and 2(b5) . Next, even in the ethanol case (not
to mention the HFE-7100 one), it turned out that the buoyancy alone (the Marangoni mechanism
being switched off) has no chance against the vapor shear: The latter predominates by wiping off the
cooler liquid before a sinking plume could be formed. In contrast, in the ethanol case, the Marangoni
effect alone (buoyancy being switched off) partly succeeds against the vapor shear, reversing the
flow over the bath surface not covered by the drop, as shown in Fig. 2(a6). The corresponding flow
field in the HFE-7100 case, when the Marangoni effect is not capable of doing so, is displayed for
comparison in Fig. 2(b6). However, the flow pattern of Fig. 2(a6) is still far from the one shown
in Fig. 2(a3), and here comes the role of buoyancy: Once the Marangoni effect has fulfilled its
role at the surface as in Fig. 2(a6), the buoyancy adds a final touch by gathering the cooler liquid,
leaving the surface boundary layer, into a falling plume as in Fig. 2(a3). This elucidates the specific
contribution of each of the three mechanisms in the observed flow pattern.
Note however that, in the ethanol case, even if the vapor shear is not strong enough to determine
the direction of circulation globally, it still seems to prevail locally in a tiny cell (toroidal vortex)
formed at the surface underneath the drop right before the neck, where the direction of circulation is
opposite to the global one [cf. Fig. 2(a3) and the sign change of V in Fig. 3(b)]. This is a simulation
result, and it remains unclear whether such a tiny cell also exists in experiments while being merely
indiscernible.
Finally, what is the back influence of the bath flow and temperature fields induced by the drop
on the Leidenfrost effect itself? Since the bath flow velocities (∼cm/s) are much smaller than
those of the vapor in the gap (up to ∼1 m/s), a mechanical influence appears to be negligible
(and no effects of the kind [36,37] are essential here). However, the influence turns out to be
important thermally. The existence of a critical Leidenfrost superheat implies that a Leidenfrost
drop can only be realized under the conditions of a sufficient energy supply, hence the importance of
convective heat transport in the bath
 due to the flow. Indeed, a hemispherical-sink-based estimation
2π λeff Tbath R ∼ Qev with Qev =
qev dS (integration over the bath surface) and Tbath ∼ 0.5T
the typical temperature difference in the bath obtained in our computation [cf. Figs. 2(a4) and
2(b4)] yields an effective thermal conductivity of the medium λeff ∼ 2 W/(m K) in both the
ethanol and HFE-7100 cases (irrespective of the circulation direction). This represents a ∼14-fold
enhancement over the (poor) thermal conductivity of silicone oil [λ ∼ 0.14 W/(m K)]. Estimation
of the thermal Péclet number Pe = vR/κ ∼ 400 [with κ = 0.1 mm2 /s the thermal diffusivity of
062701-6
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silicone oil, v ∼ 1.5 cm/s and R ∼ 0.3 cm for the ethanol case, and v ∼ 2 cm/s and R ∼ 0.2 cm for
the HFE-7100 case; cf. Figs. 2(a3) and 2(b3)] points to the same order of magnitude of convective
enhancement (∼Pe1/2 ∼ 20 in accordance with the thermal boundary layer considerations). If the
flow were absent and heat transfer were purely conductive, the Leidenfrost state apparently would no
longer be possible (due to an insufficient heat flux). This is probably why the attempts to generate
a Leidenfrost drop at T ∼ 1 K for a series of bath liquids of an increasing viscosity ceased to
be successful above a certain viscosity [20], when an effective convective transport was already
supposedly suppressed by large viscosity.
Thus far, we focused on the experimental reference cases (R ≈ 2c and T ≈ 19 ◦ C), which
permitted us to grasp the essence of the phenomenon. To complement the picture, an additional
parametric study has been undertaken by means of our numerical procedure in the neighboring
drop-size and superheat ranges (1  R/c  4 and 5 ◦ C  T  50 ◦ C) for both HFE-7100 and
ethanol Leidenfrost drops. For HFE-7100, the induced flow pattern in the bath does not essentially
change in this range of parameters as compared to the reference case. For ethanol, in contrast, the
flow structure turns out to be less robust and does change, the change being essentially related to the
earlier mentioned tiny cell (toroidal vortex): This cell seems to fully disappear for smaller drops, but
can appreciably grow in one direction or another for larger drops and/or larger or smaller superheat
(see Supplemental Material for these and other details [38]). Regardless of the flow structure, the
convective enhancement of heat transfer through the bath always remains there and is important.
It reaches the values of ∼40 for larger R and T , but falls down to 2 for smaller R and T .
The question of the enhancement reduction at such smaller superheat is mingled with the not yet
understood issue of the critical Leidenfrost threshold, and its interpretation is therefore left beyond
the scope of the present Rapid Communication. On the other hand, let us note that the enhancement
reduction for smaller drops seems to go along with the observation [20] that, for a given T ,
sufficiently small drops could not remain in levitation and fell down on the bath (which is not
what is observed on solid substrates).
To conclude, we have evidenced a peculiar existential feedback: The Leidenfrost drop induces
a flow in the bath, which in turn ensures a sufficient energy supply to the drop so as to sustain
the Leidenfrost state. The structure of the bath flow, and in particular the direction of circulation,
is herewith not universal and depends on the interplay between the opposing actions of the vapor
shear stress σv and the evaporative cooling qev (giving rise to the thermal Marangoni and buoyancy
contributions). The outcome depends on the material of the liquids involved (e.g., HFE-7100 or
ethanol here), as well as the superheat T and the drop size R since the ratio σv /qev varies with
both T and R [20,35]. All these observations, rationalized owing to numerical simulations, may be
of importance for understanding the Leidenfrost threshold or the (collective) motion of such drops
at the surface of the bath [19,28,29,39].
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